CSAIO 14

-Programme-

Thursday 10 October

09:30 – 12:00 Follow-up previous conference (informal session)
   Update from last year’s participants
   Presentations from other international organisations & discussion

13:30 – 14:00 Conference registration

14:00 – 14:35 Conference introduction

14:00 Welcome
   Opening speeches by the UNIDO Staff Council Chairman and by the Deputy Director General of UNIDO

14:35 – 18:00 Session A / Moderator: François PICOULEAU (ECA)

14:35 Spatial and temporal flexibility of work practices
   • Christel OSTERROTH (OECD)
   • Nathalie DESSI (EIB)
   • Jimmy STRYHN MEYER (CJEU)
   • Tillmann FROMMHOLD (ECB)

16:10 Coffee break

16:30 Discussion

18:00 End of Session A

19:30 Dinner

Friday 11 October

09:00 – 12:15 Session B / Moderator: Alain BATAILLE (EMCWF)

09:00 Pension scheme developments
   • Marc BAECHEL (Council of Europe)
   • Joel LAHAYE (CERN)
   • François PICOULEAU (ECA)

10:20 Coffee break

10:40 Discussion

12:15 End of Session B

12:15 – 13:30 Lunch

13:30 – 14:15 Preparation of next Conference
   Venue, hosting Organisation, topics for discussion

14:15 – 17:00 Session C / Moderator: Anya DEMARLE (OECD)

14:15 Mediation
   • Nizar ZAHER (OSCE)
   • Bayo CALLENDER (ICTY)
   • Joel LAHAYE (CERN)

15:45 Discussion

16:45 End of Session C

16:45 – 17:00 Conference wrap-up